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April 2019:  A Sigh of Relief or a Wall of Worry? 
 
The year 2018 tested the resolve of investors, but not for the usual reason. Textbook globally diversified 

portfolios balanced among stocks, bonds, and cash turned in paltry or even negative returns. That 

certainly was a cause of concern, particularly for some in the transition years leading up to and into 

retirement.  
 

Meanwhile, the financial media spent most of the year celebrating the soaring stock prices of many 

technology stocks. 
 

Count yourself among the many if you felt uninvited to the party. And maybe not so sad to finally see 

technology’s comeuppance at year end. 
 

Now, with a relatively healthy first quarter behind you (fueled by—you guessed it—technology stocks), 

is it time to relax, or worry about how long the good news can last? 
 

 
                               

                       Technology sector fund XLK swoons then soars 
 

Market observers are split about where things go from here. Company earnings across 

industries, at least in the US, are decent. PE ratios and other metrics, whatever their predictive worth, 

may not be out of sight by historical norms. Bargain hunters have been rewarded with a rally in 

emerging market and some European stocks; although maybe for no other reason than these couldn’t 

go much lower in ’18. 
 

But by and large, the time-tested strategy of value investing has failed to take the lead against its growth 

stock rivals.  Champion bargain hunter Warren Buffet of Berkshire Hathaway fame made performance 

history with his brand of value investing; seeking well run companies in often unglamorous industries. 

Famed investment guru and friend of retail investor, Vanguard’s John Bogle, often warned us about the 

dangers of ignoring company fundamentals in order to chase the crowd, paying higher and higher 

prices for the glamorous high flyers. 

 
 

                                        IVE iShare’s value fund and IVW, its growth fund rival battle it out 
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To be fair, however, some of those high flyers appear to shine for sound fundamental reasons. One 
example is Microsoft (MSFT). And one reason for its price gains is its strategy of buying the future:  
small, new technology companies at what may prove to be bargain prices, all before they have a chance 
to go public on their own.  
 

A balanced approach with some of each strategy, in accordance with a thoughtful 

financial plan, and the patience to wait out short-term disappointments may still be an 

investor’s best course of action. 

 

 

       Fred R. Fadel, CFP® 
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